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Three

second-order

functions

which

derived from the transfer function

characterize

the ocean surface-scatter

of the ocean surface. These second-order

communication

functions

channel

are

include the two-

frequencycorrelationfunctionor the two-frequency
mutualcoherence
function,the scatteringfunction,and
the powerspectraldensityfunctionof the scatteredacousticpressurefield. Thesefunctionsare shownto be
dependentuponthe generalform of the directionalwavenumberspectrum.Both the slightlyroughand very
rough surfacecasesare included.The interrelationshipswhich exist amongstthese functionsare
demonstrated.
As an example,the powerspectraldensityfunctionis computedfor the very roughsurfacecase
usingthe Neumann-Piersondirectionalwavenumberspectrum.
PACS numbers:43.60.Cg,43.60.Gk, 43.30.Gv, 43.20.Bi

INTRODUCTION

that the scattered acoustic pressure field can be represented as a superposition of plane waves traveling in

In part I of this two-part paper (see Ziomek•), the
following expression for the random, time-varying
transfer function of the ocean surface was obtained by
using a generalized Kirehhoff approach:

H(f,
t)=
exp[-jk•FF(R•
+R•)]
f•• z

)

x exp[-jk•.,•,•[lx
+ my+nli(x,y, t')]}

x exp{-jk•.•[(l//2)x:+ (rn//2)y•']
} dxdy,

(1)

manydirections.x The sphericalangles8x, 8•., and½•.
and the ranges Rx and R•. are defined in Fig. 1. Since
no small slope approximation was made in deriving

Eq. (1), K(x,y) can be thought of as a slope correction
factor. The factor K(x,y) is defined in Ziomek. x The
expressionsDr(k , x, y) and Ds(k, x, y) are the frequency
dependent transmit and receive direetivity patterns,
respectively, projected onto the XYplane. Any vertical deviation of the randomly rough, time-varying

ocean surface from the XYplane is represented by the
random process •(x, y, t') where t' is the retarded time.

where

z(•, x,y)• D•(•, x,y)•(x,y)O•(•, x,y),

(2)

l = sin 0x- sin 0•.cos•.,

(3)

m = - sin O•.sin •b•.,

(4)

n = - (cos0•+ cos0•.),

(5)

l•= cos•'O•/R•+ [(1- sin•'0•.cos•'•p•.)]/R•.,

(6)

m/= 1/R•+ [(1- sin•'02sin•'•p•.)]/R•.,

Since the transfer function given by Eq. (1) is random,

ii:is moreappropriate
to characterize
surfacescatter
with

second-order

functions

which

can be derived

from

H(f, t). More specifically, the two-frequency correlation function, the scattering function, and the power
z
t

(7)

y

and
A

wherek= 2•rf/c is the wavenumber,a(f) is the frequency dependent pressure amplitude attenuation co-

efficient(in Np/m) dueto soundabsorption,Or is the
volume density function of any randomly distributed

discrete point scatterers in the medium (e.g., fish or

air bubbles),andE{%} is theaveragetotal crossseetion of the particles. The generalized Kirehhoff approach uses a Fresnel corrected Kirehhoff integral, no
small slope approximation, and the Rayleigh hypothesis

a)Thispaper is based,in part, on Chap. 5 of the author's
Ph.D. dissertation, "A Scattering Function Approach to
Underwater Acoustic Detection and Signal Design," The
Pennsylvania State University (1981).

b)Thisworkwasdonewhilethe authorwas at the AppliedResearch Laboratory,
State College, PA.
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FIG. 1. Spherical angles 01, 02, and •b2. RangeR 1 is the distance from the origin (x=y=z =0) to the center of the transmit
array T, andR 2 is the distance from the origin to the center
of the receive arrayR.
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spectral density function are useful second-order functions and, hence, will be derived in this paper. Other
investigators, using a variety of different simplifying
assumptions, have also derived expressions for some
of these functions. However, all three functions have
never been considered together in one single paper on
surface scatter to the author's knowledge. It is the
purpose of this paper, therefore, to derive general expressions for all three of these second-order functions
using a consistent notation, to discuss the significance
of these functions, and most important, to demonstrate
the interrelationships
which exist amongst them. As an
example, the power spectral density function is computed for the very rough surface case using the Neumann-Pierson
directional wavenumber spectrum.

I. SECOND43RDER

FUNCTIONS

A. Two-frequency correlation function

Ishimaru2 defines the two-frequency corretation function or the two-frequency

mutual coherence function as

(9)

whereE('} is the expectationoperatorandthe asterisk
denotes complex conjugation. Upon substituting Eq. (1)

into the right-hand side of Eq. (9) and replacingf• with
(f• +fc) andre.with (f•.+fc), the followingexpressionfor
the two-frequency correlation
surface-scatter

communication

function of the ocean
channel

is obtained:

(lO)

as the frequencydifference Af=f•-f•

increases.2 The

where fe is the center or .carrier frequency of the bandpass transmit signal, f• andf2 correspond to frequency
deviations fromrs, and the characteristic function

value of the frequency difference Af at which the cor-

(I,•,•.(v•,v2)is givenby

proximately

relationfunctionRs(f•,f2, t, t)=E[H(f•, t)H*(f2, t)] is apequal to zero or decreases to a specified

level is called the coherence bandwidth.2 The recipro-

•,•2 (v•,v2)=E(exp{j
[v•• (x•,y2,t•)
+ v2•(x•.,Y•.,tl)]}),

(11)

where

cal of the coherence bandwidth is equal to the spread in
round-trip time delay.

Equation (10) is applicable to a general bistatic geometry and to both broadband and narrow-band bandpass transmit signals. The distribution of the random

Pt=- nk,rrt,
v2=+nk•rr•.,

(12)
(13)

process •(x, y, t) has not yet been specified. McDonald

k•rr•=[27r(fx
+fc)/c]-ja'(f•+f•),
k•rr2=[2•r(f
2+f,)/c]+ja'(f2+/•),

(14)
(15)

Rs(f,f, t•, t2) for a specular oceansurface-scatter geometry only, assumingboth non-Gaussianand Gaussian

(16)

tion, they were able to derive expressions for the bifrequency correlation function which is used to determine the power spectral density of the scattered acous-

distributions for •(x, y, t). With this correlation func-

and

a,(/) = a(.f)+
The importance
tion

}.
of the two-frequency

is that both the coherence

time

correlation

func-

and the coherence

bandwidth, and hence, the frequency and time spreading
associated with surface scatter, can be computed from
Eq. (10). If two time-harmonic waves are transmitted
at the same frequency f and the resulting output fields

are observed at two different times t• and t2, the correlation between the output fields decreases

as the time

differenceAt= tx- t2increases.
2 The valueof the time
difference

At

at

which

the

correlation

function

Rs(f,f , t•, t2)=E[H(f,!•)H*(f, t2)] iS approximately
equal
to zero or decreases to a specified level is called the

coherence time. 2 The reciprocal of the coherence time
is equal to the frequency spreading a wave will undergo

as it propagatesin a random, time-varying medium.2
Similarly,

if two time-harmonic

waves are trans-

mitted at two different frequencies f• andf,. and the resuiting output fields are observed at the same time t,
the correlation
1488

and SpindeP obtained analytical expressions for

between the two output fields decreases
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tic pressure field. In addition, McDonald4 and Zornig
and McDonald s studied the second-order

function

Rs(f•,f2, t, t) for a specularoceansurface-scatter geometry only, assuming that •(x, y, t) was Gaussian. Besides a specular geometry versus a general bistatic geometry, the major differences between the expressions

obtainedby McDonald and Spindels and McDonald4 when
compared to Eq. (10) are that their equations do not include the expression K(x, •) as defined in Ziomek,• and
they assumed a Gaussian functional form for the projected transmit directivity pattern while the transmit
and receive directivity patterns in Eq. (10) can be projected exactly onto the XY plane (see Appendix A in
Ziomek • ).

For a specular geometry,

l=m=O,

n = - 2 cos •,
Lawrence J. Ziomek: Generalized Kirchhoff approach' II

(17)
'

1488

z•=[(n,+n•.)/(n,&.)] cos•-o,
and

(18)

m•= [(R1+R•)/(RiR•)],

time delay is used in this paper to refer to the time
delay associated with either monostatic (backscatter)
or bistatic geometries. If Eq. (10) can be reduced to a

function of Af=fx-f,. and At--t•- t,.; i.e., if H(f, t) can
be shownto be wide-sense stationary in both frequency

since O•= O•= O and • = O.

and time, then the surface scattering function can be

For a backscatter geometry,

obtained from Rx(Af, At) via a two-dimensional Fourier
transformation.

/=2sin8

•=0,

ø

(19)

B. Scatteringfunction

n = - 2 cos 8,

z•=[(• +&)/(•,&)]

cos• o,

and

(20)

Equation(10) canbe simplified by assumingthat the
bandpasstransmit signal is narrow bandso that
>>Ihl and Ihl >>If,.I. As a result

m•= [(R1+R,.)/(RiR2)],
since 8x= 8,.= 8 and •,. = •r.
Simplified versions of the characteristic function given

by Eq. (11) will be providedin Sec. IB of this paper.

(22)

Ol'(fx+fc)= Ol'(fc),

(23)

a'(A +L) =

(24)

(21)

and

Another second-order function of importance to underwater acoustics is the scattering function.

z{[•(/• +h)/c],•l, •,1•• z(•, •1,yl),
z*{[2•(& +h)/c], ,•,.,•,} • z*(•, ,•,.,•,.),

The scat-

tering function determines how a narrow-band bandpass
transmit signal's power will be spread in both roundtrip time delay and frequency after propagating through
a wide-sense stationary uncorrelated spreading

where

(WSSUS)communicationchannel.ø The term round-trip

(10) andletting•-- •. • A• andy• =y• • Ay, oneobtains

k=•2•r/c
/c.

(25)

By substitutingEqs. (14), (15), and (21)-(25) into Eq.

(26)

(27)

and

where

Now, let us turn our attention to the characteristic

function appearing in Eq. (27) as given by Eq. (11).
Since the attenuation

due to the random

deviations

of

•(x,y, t) from the XYplane is negligible in comparison
with the other terms contributing to attenuation, one

can set c•,(fe)-0 in Eq. (11). If it is also assumedthat
•(x, y, t) is Gaussian, zero mean, and wide-sense stationary in both space and time, then it can be shown?
that Eq. (11) becomes

•.•z(Ax,Ay,At')=exp

2;r
(/•,
tren
c +f•)

(29)

z[•'(x, •, t)]=•,

(30)

where• is a constantandAt,= tl- t•. Usingthenar-

row-band
assumption,
i.e., fx+fc=f, andh
Eq. (28) reduces to

ßex,e:(Ax,
Ay,At')=exp(- (k%n)
2
x{• - [n•(•, ,xy,•t,)/•]})
x exp[- « (k%n)"(Af/f•)"]
,

(31)

x(1-R½(Ax'
Ay'
At')(1-Af

where k is defined by Eq. (25). If Eq. (29) can be shown
to be a function of At, then Eq. (26) becomes a function

xexp- •

of'Af and At which is our desired result. Indeed,in
the Appendixit is shownthat Rg(A x, AY, A t '

c

%n f•+fo '
(=8)

1489

R•(Ax,Ay,At,)=E[l•(x+Ax,y+Ay, t•)•(x,y,t•)]
and
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=R•(Ax,Ay, At), whereR•(Ax,Ay, At) is givenby Eq.
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(A10). Equation(A10)expressesR•(Ax,Ay, At) in terms

Thus the characteristic

of the directional

(11) has been reduced to the expression given by Eq.

wavenumber spectrum of the ocean

(a•, a•, at) = exp(- (•%n)•

x •p[- • (k%n)a(Af/f•)a].

given by Eq.

(32) whereR•(Ax, Ay, At) is givenby Eq. (A10).

surface. Therefore Eq. (31) can be written as

,

function originally

(32)

With the use of Eq. (32), andassumingthatfx +fc=fc in
the last complex exponentialterm in Eq. (27), the twofrequency correlation function given by Eq. (26) can be
written as a function of Af and At, i.e.,

Rs
(&f•/xt):
exp[2a,([•
)(R
i+R,.)]
f...'
f...'
J(k,
Ax,
A?Af)exp{(k%,)"[1_
p,(/xx,
A•,
At)I}

xexp
{-jk[lAx+
may
+(•)(Ax)a
+(-•2)(Ay)a]}exp{-a,
(re)[tAx+
may+
(•)(Ax)
2+('•2
)(Ay):]}dAx
day,
(33)
where

J(k,
Ax,
Ay
y+Ay)Z*(k,x,y)exp
2•rAf
' Af)=
kf•lJ 2
c
ff, , Z(k,x+Ax,
[-•i (ko'en)a[Af•
lexp{-}•
(34)
and

o•(ax,a•, at)•=n•(ax,ay,at)/•.

(35)

The scatteringfunctionRs(V,4)) canbe obtainedfrom Rn(•f, •t) by evaluatingthe following•o-dimensional
Fourier

transformS:

Rs(Z, •)=

Rn(af,at) exp[+j2•(Afz-•at)]daf dAt.

(36)

SubstituangEq. (33) into Eq. (36) yietds

as(•,•)=exp[-2a,(fe)(R,
(a•a2)2
a•,•)exp[-y•(lax+mav)]exp
(ax)
2
+ f.,f.,•(•,ax,a•,•)r(ax,
ky•[(lk)

+(•)(•y)e]}exp[-a,(f•)(l•x+m•y)]exp{-a,(,)[(•)
(•x)e+(•)(•5)Z]}d•xd•v,
(37)

where

J(k,
Ax,
Ay,•)=
JbJ
• • Z(k,x+
Ax,
y+Av)Z*(k,x,y)exp{•b:[•
-•o(X,Y)]:}exp{-jk[(•)2xA
xexp{-2a'(fe)[lx+my+(l½)xa+(l½)xAx+(•)Ya
(38)
•o(X,
y):(•)[lx
+my
+(l•)• +(•)y:
+(Rx
+R2)]
,

(39)

• = c/[n•(•),•:],

(40)

and

r(ax, Ay,(•):

exp{-(k%n)a[1- pe(ax,Ay,at)]}exp(-j2,rckat)dat.

(41)

frequency ;b (Hz) as a result of being scattered by the

The spread in round-trip time delay is due to the
presence of the Gaussian function in ß appearing in the
integrand of Eq. (38) and to the variety of possible
propagation paths which exist between the transmit and

ocean

receive arrays as specified by Eq. (39). These paths

Equation (3_7)is the scattering function of the ocean
surface.

It determines how the transmitted signal's

powerwill be spreadin round-trip time delayv (s) and

1490

surface.
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are associated with different portions of the insonified
area of the surface. The most obvious propagation path

is, of course,

which can be used for all real values of x.

exp{- (k%n)2[1-p•(Ax, Ay,At)]}

From Eq. (41) it can be seen that the frequency spread
is due to the time

variations

or motion

or

McDonald and Tuteur, v and Tuteur et al., s also derived
expressions for the ocean surface-scattering function.
Their scattering functions were based upon a Fresnel
corrected Kirchhoff integral and a small slope approximation and pertain only to a specular geometry. In addition, they did not include a receive directivity function and they assumed a Gaussian functional form for
the projected transmit beam pattern.

In contrast, the surface-scattering function given by
Eq. (37) is applicable to a general bistatic geometry.
As a result, expressions for both the specular and
backscatter geometries can easily be obtained from it.

Equation (37) is based upon a generalized Kirchhoff approach. In addition, the transmit and receive directivity functions are general, frequency dependent expresGaussian

functional

forms

have

not been

pendix A in Ziomek.• And finally, the scattering function given by Eq. (37) is dependentupon the general form
wavenumber

spectrum.

The expression F(Ax, Ay, •) as given by Eq. (41) can
be simplified by noting that surface scatter problems
are generally divided into two categories. The first
category is characterized by

(k(y•n)
•'<<1,
and is referred

exp{- (keen)"[1
- O½(Ax,
Ay,At)]}
=1+ (k(y•n)2o•(ax,
a•, at).

(47)

Upon substituting Fxt. (4•) into Eq. (41), one obtains

F(Ax,Ay,•)= 6(•)+ (ktr•n)2Fa,
{p•(Ax,Ay,At)}, (48)
where6(-) is the Dirae deltafunctionandFa•{.} indicates a forward

Fourier

transformation

with respect to

At. The first term in Eq. (48) indicates no frequency
spreading.
term

It is referred

and characterizes

to as the specular reflection
reradiation

from

a smooth

sur-

face (i.e., % =0). • However, the secondterm in Eq.
(48) does indicate frequency spreading due to the random motion of the time-varying

surface.

as-

sumed. The necessary transformation equations which
will project both the transmit and receive directivity
functions exactly onto the XYplane are provided in Ap-

of the directional

(46)

= 1 - (kirin)
2+ (k%n)•t:b
(Ax,Ay,At)

of the ocean sur-

face itself as characterizedby Pt(Ax,Ay, At).

sions.

Thus Eq.

(44) can be expressed as

2. Very rough surface

Since Eq. (43) is applicable to the very rough surface
case, expressing Eq. (44) in terms of the expansion

givenby Eq. (45) is not advantageous.
Becausept(O,0, 0)
= 1 and]p½(Ax,
A•, At)]•<1, the magnitude
of the integrand of F(Ax, Ay, ½) is significant only near the origin,
i.e., near Ax= A• = At=0. Therefore, in order to handle

the very roughsurface case, expandp•(Ax, Ay, At) in a
truncated Maclaurin

series as follows a'xx'

(42)
to as the slightly rough surface case

(low-frequencyor low sea state case).ø The second
category is characterized

x o•(•Xx,
•xy,•xt) +• •XX
oAx
o

by

(k%n)2>>1,

(43)

and is referred to as the very rough surface case (highfrequencyor high sea state case).ø The value used for
n in Eqs. (42) and (43) is either its specular or backscatter value which happento be identical [see Eqs. (17)

and(19)]. The expressionkoran
is referred to as the

+

+ate7 o(ax,ay,at) ,
o

(49)

where the partial derivatives are evaluated at Ax= Ay

= At = 0. Upon substitutingEq. (49) into Eq. (44) and expanding,. one obtains

Rayleigh parameter. v

exp{- (k•n )2[1-O•(Ax,Ay,At)]}
œexp{(kt•n)2[DXAx
+ DYAy +DTAt+DXYAxAy

I. Slightly rough surface

+ DXTAxAt+D YTAyAt+ (DXX/2)(Ax)2+ (DYY/2)(Ay)2

Consider the following expression which appears in the

+ (DTT/2)(At)2]},

integrand of Eq. (41)'

exp{-(k%n)•[1
-O•(•x, •, •t)]}.

(44)

SinceR• (Ax, Ay, At) is an autocorrelationfunction, its
maximumvalue is attainedat the origin, i.e., R• (0, 0, 0)

=•. As a result, pt(O,0, 0)= 1 and[p•(Ax,Ay,At)[•<1.
Since[pe(Ax,Ay,At)!•<1 andEq. (42)is applicableto the
slightly rough surface case, Eq. (44) canbe approximated by using only the first two terms in the following
expansion:

where

=
, At)]
,
DX
a0AX
0 Pt(Ax,
Ay

(51)

=
DXX
'•O(Ax)•O•(Ax,
02 ay,At)] ,
-_a
•axOA-••
Ay,At)J,
DXY
02 p•(Ax,

(52)

o

o

o

i

2

exp(x)=l+x+ gx + (1/3!)xs+.--,
1491

(50)
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(45)

etc.

(53)

Substituting Eq. (50) into Eq. (41) yields
LawrenceJ. Ziomek: GeneralizedKirchhoff approach: II
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(59)
R,(at)
=f.•S,(f)R,(f,f,
At)exp(+:•2•fAt)df,

where it has been assumedthat H(f, t) is wide-sense
stationary in time and where At = tx- t2. The output
power spectral density is now obtained by Fourier

transforming both sides of Eq. (59) with respect to At.
Doing so yields

x exp(-}2•rqbAt)dAt.

(54)

S•(•):
f• S,(f)Rs(f,f,
rl-f)df
,

One can evaluate the coefficierits DX, DXX, DXY, etc.
by either working with a functional form for the nor-

(60)

where

malized autocorrelationfunctionpt(ax, ay, At) or with a
functional form for the directional wavenumber spec-

trum sincepe(•Xx,•Xy,•xt)andthe wavenumberspectrum
are related by a two-dimensional

n.(f.f. n-f):

n.(f. f. At)exp[-•2e(rl-f)At]dAt,

Fourier transforma-

(61)

tion. For example, Parkins9 obtainedvalues for the

and is referred to as the bifrequency correlation func-

coefficients DX, DXX, DXY, etc. by using a NeumannPierson spectrum in his study of the power spectral

tion.•2 It is not to be confusedwith the two-frequency

density function. Swarts and Eggenxxalso computed

correlation

values for DX, DXX, DXY, etc. by using the NeumannPierson spectrum, the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum,
and others. Swarts and EggenTMused a Fraunhofer ver-

sumption that H(f, t), is also wide-sense stationary in

function.

If one makes

the additional

as-

frequency, then the power spectral density of the scattered acoustic pressure field is given by

sion of the Kirchhoff integral, based uponParkins'9

S•07):

work, to study the power spectrum of the acoustic pressure field scattered by the ocean surface.

f- S,(f)Rs(O,rl-f)df,

(62)

where

Rs(O,r/-f)=

C. Power spectral density
Since the underwater acoustic propagation path between transmit and receive arrays via the surface of
the ocean is being treated as a linear, time-varying
random filter, the scattered acoustic pressure field

can be regarded as the random output V(t) of the filter
for a particular input (transmit) signal x(t). One can
therefore express y(t) as

v(t)=

(55)

X(f)H ( f , t) exp(+j2•f t)df ,

where X(f) is the Fourier transform of x(t) and H(L t)
is the random, time-varying

transfer function of the

ocean surface given by Eq. (1). For the derivation
which follows, it will be assumedthat x(t) is a wide-

integral which accounts for the frequency spreading of
the input power spectral density.

1. Example calculation
As an example,

let us try to match the expression for

S•(•) as givenin Parkins9 for the very roughsurface
case. we beginby settingaf= 0 in bothEqs. (33) and

tenuation,the Fresnelcoefficientsl! andm!, anda,(.)
are also set equal to zero. Thus Eqs. (33) and (34) re-

In order to find the power spectral density of y(t), the

duce to

function

R,(tx,t•.):E[y(tx)y*(t•.)l
will be computedfirst.
(56) yields

n,,(o,
at)=(n,n2)2
.

(56)

E[X(fx)X*

r(n,ax,ay,o)

x exp{-(k%n)211
-pe(ax,,xy,At)]}

Substituting Eq. (55) into Eq.

x exp[-•k(/ax+ may)]daxday,

t•, t•.)

x exp[+j2•(f•tz-f•.t•.)]dfz

(57)

0):f,

+
(65)

Now, if one substitutes the following relation-

shil•':

E[X(f•)X*(f•.)]-Ss(f•)a(/•-f•.),

'

(64)

and

where Rs(fx,f2, tx,t2) is the two-frequencycorrelation
function.

and Rn(0, At) can be obtainedfrom Eq. (33) by setting
af= 0. Note that Eq. (62) is in the form of a convolution

(34). In addition, since Parkins9 used a Fraunhofer

sense stationary random process which is uncorrelated

n,(t•, t•):

(63)

version of the Kirchhoff integral and did not include at-

with H(f, t).
autocorrelation

Rs(O, At) exo[-}2•r(r/-f)At]dAt,

(58)

respectively, where Z(k,x,y) is definedby •. (2). •
we now use the classical Kirchhoff approach as Parkins9
did, it can be shownthat K(•, y) appearing in Eq. (2)

into Eq. (57), where S,(. ) is the power spectral density

equalsa c•stant; namely, F(O•, 02,•2)CREFwhere CRE
F

of the transmit signal, one obtains

=-- 1 (refer to Sec. Ill of ZiomekX). Parkins • also did
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exp{-(k%n)"[1
-p•(Ax,Ay,At)I}

not include transmit and receive directivity functions.
This is equivalent to assuming that they were both
omnidirectional. In addition, he assumed that the insonified area of the surface formed a square with sides
of length 2L, i.e., from -L to +L. With the use of

=exp[(k(•en)"(O7
(AX)"
+OXTAxAt
+DYY
2 (AY
2 (At)• '
)•+DTT

these additional assumptions, Eq. (65) further reduces
to

•d uponsubstituting•s.

•,

•Xx,•xv,o)=r'-(o•, o•,½,.)

dxdy
L

(66)

(73)

(67) •d (73) into Eq. (64),

one obtains

-L

2 (•t)•

or

J{k,Ax, Ay,O)=4L"F•'(O•,
0,.,

xI'

(67)

f• exPL(k*,n)
r ,2[DXX
[, 2 (ax)2
+øxraxat

DYY

Parkinsø foundthat for the Neumann-Pierson spectrum,

2

DX = DY = DT = DXY = DYT = 0,

(68)

oxx=- 2r/•,

(69)

orr=-

(•0)

2•/(3,•),

(Ay)")l
exp[-jk(lAx
+mAy
)IdAx
dAy
,
(74)

where

•

p*(O,,
0,.,•,.)/(n•n,.)]'-.

(75)

rrr:-

(71)

Equation (74) can be integrated by first completing the
square of (Ax)", i.e.,

oxr =+n/• ,

(72)

DXX
(ax)"
+DXTaxat
=DXX
ax+DXX
. at)•'
- 2DXX
(at)"
2
2 (
'
DXT
(DXT)'

and

whereE, N, E, and• are relatedto the parametersin

(76)

the spectrum (e.g., wind speed and acceleration due to
gravity). SubstitutingEq. (68) into Eq. (50) yields
,

SubstitutingEq. (76) into Eq. (74) and integrating yields
I

-• (DXT,
kDXX
r •.[DT
•'(at,•.]exp[_jk
(DXT

x exp{- (•t)•/[2•(- •xx)(•)•]}

exp{- (km)•/[2•(- DYY)(•)•]}.

UponsubstitutingEq. (77) into Eq. (63) andintegrating, oneobtainsthe followingexpressionfor the bifr•ueney
correlation

function:

Ra(0,, - f) =4L•B( (2x)/((•,)•[ (DXX)(DYY)]
•I• • )[(2x)/[•%(2•- orr x exp{-(kt)•/[2•(- DX•(•)•]} exp(-(km)•/[2.•(-

oxx)] } ),, q }
(78)

or, with the use of Eqs. (69)-(?2),

x exp(- [3(km)
2]/[4E(kn)•]}exp[-[•/((•)•(N - [H•/(4E)]})]{•-f+ [(•t)/(2•)I[n/(2E)]}•}.

Since Parkins 9 assumed that a time-harmonic

signal

was transmitted, the power spectrumS,(f) of the real
input signalx(t) is then proportionalto 6(f+fc)+ 6(f-fc).

(•O)

the power two (2), i.e., this last exponential should be
a Gaussian function in • as follows from his Eq. (31).

In addition, a multiplicative term (I/E) is missing in

Considering only the positive frequency spectrum, i.e.,

Parkins 'ø Eq. (32), althoughit is present in his Eq.

substitutingS,(f)= 5(f-f•) into Eq. (62), yieldsS•(r/)
= Rs(O, r/-f,) which is consistentwith the interpretation
of the bifr&tuency correlation function; namely, that it

(31); andthe multiplicativeterm (1//• z) appearingin
Parkins'ø Eq. (32) shouldbe (1/K•) whichalso follows
from his Eq. (31). Also note that • and•(•,) in our Eq.

measuresthe degreeto whichinputenergyat frequency

(79) is in Hertz while •2 and coin Parkins '• Eq. (32) is
in rad/s.

f, is converted to output energy at frequency r/by the
time variation of the scatter channel.3 Therefore, by

replacingf with f, in Eq. (79), it is then in the same
form as Parkins

'9

Eq. (32) for the spectral density of

the scattered acoustic pressure field.

Note that Par-

II. 'SUMMARY
Three

second-order

kins'ø Eq. (32) contains several typographic errors.

ocean

surface-scatter

The factor (•- co- K,L) appearingin the last exponen-

rived

from

tial function in Parkins 'ø Eq. (32) shouldbe raised to

The transfer
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eralized Kirchhoff approach. The second-order functions derived were the two-frequency correlation function, the scattering function, and the power spectral
density function of the scattered acoustic pressure field.

Eq. (A1) can be approximated by

These functions were shown to be dependent upon the
general form of the directional wavenumber spectrum
of the ocean surface. Both the slightly rough and very
rough surface cases were included.

which is now a deterministic quantity.

It was noted that an estimate of the spread in both
round-trip time delay and frequency due to surface
scatter can be obtained from the two-frequency correlation function

for both narrow-band

and broadband

channels.

The interrelationships which exist amongst these functions were also demonstrated.
For example, the twofrequency correlation function and the scattering function form a two-dimensional Fourier transform pair if

the two-frequencycorrelationfunctionis wide-sense
stationary in both frequency and time. And if the twofrequency correlation function is at least wide-sense
stationary in time, then the bifrequency correlation
function

can. be obtained

from

it via

a Fourier

(A4)

Referring back to Eq. (29), it can be seenthat t• is'
associated with the spatial coordinates (x + Ax) and

(y + Ay), and that g. is associatedwith x andy. Therefore, usingthe form of Eq. (A4), t• and g. canbe written
as

band-

pass transmit signals. Although the scattering function
can also provide estimates of both round-trip time delay and frequency spread, its applicability is limited to
narrow-band bandpass transmit signals and WSSUS
communication

t•=tt - •I - (sin
R2
X+sin
z•28in•2
R2[
02
cøs
½2
02
y)],

(A5)
and

tI =t•.- -• 1By subtracting •.

R•

x+

R•

y . (A6)

(A6) from Eq. (A5), one obtains

At' = At+ (l/c) (sin02cos•2Ax+ sin02sin•2Ay),

(A7)

where At= t•- t•. Thus from Eq. (A7), it c• be seen
that At' is a function of Ax, A•, and At. Using the •odimensional Fourier transform relationshi• s

trans-

formation. Once the bifrequency correlation function is
known, the output power spectral density function can
be determined.

+• ½(p,q)&t']dpdq

A s an example, the power spectral density function of
the scattered acoustic pressure field was computed for
the very rough surface case using the Neumann-Pierson directional wavenumber spectrum.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS

and upon substituting •.

•(•x,

•y, •t')•(•x,

(A•) into Eq. (AS), one obtains

•y, •t) ,

(a9)

where

R•(•x,•y, •t)= i
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W(•,q)exp[+j•(p,

xexp[-j(p-w(p,
q)
xexp[-j(q-w(p,
q)
½

63R-14.

½

(A10)

APPENDIX
Let

us examine

the retarded

The expression W(t•, q) is the directional wavenumber
spectrum of the ocean surface, where W( p, q)dpdq is

time

t•=t,- 5I1- (sin0,.
•. x+sin
y
-cos
02
sin•.

the amount of the eornponent of the rough surface having
the spatial wavenumber between p and p + dp in the x direction and between q and q + dq in the y direction. The

2•(x,•,tl)/+(1- sin
203cos
2•b2)
x2
+COS
•, 0
2•

correspondingangular frequency(in rad/s) is givenby

w(p,q)= q-[g(p•'+ q•'):/•'.]
•'/•'

0,.
sin*'
•,.),.],
+(!- sin*'

(All)

where Fxl. (30) and (32) of Ziomek' were substitutedinto

where g is the acceleration due to gravity. 'a The spectrum W(p, q) is a real positive function of p and q, and

•.q. (7) of Ziomek' to obtainEq. (A1). Note that ti, as
givenby Fxl. (A1), is a randomvariable since •(x, y, t•)

since }(x,y, t) is real, W(p,q) is an even functionof p
and q, i.e., W(-p,-q)= W(p,q). Equation(All) is ap-

is random.

plicable to deep-water

Since

I(cosO,./R,.)o't
I<<1,

ocean surface waves and it is an

(A2)

odd function ofp andq, i.e., w(-p,-q)=-w(p,q).
The
choice of sign in Eq. (All) depends upon the motion of

(A3)

iL. J. Ziomek,"GeneralizedKirchhoffApproach
to theOcean

the surface. 's

and assuming that

I/n= I < 1 and I
1494

I < 1,
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